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About this guide
This evaluation guide aims to support IT organizations as they evaluate and select a modern BI and
analytics platform suitable for a broad, enterprise-wide deployment. The transition to a self-service-based,
modern BI model requires IT to adopt a collaborative approach that includes the business in all aspects of
the overall program (see our whitepaper, Redefining the role of IT in a modern BI world).
This guide focuses on the evaluation and selection aspect of a modern BI program. It is intended for IT to
use collaboratively with business users and analysts as they assess each platform’s ability to execute on
the modern analytics workflow, and the vendor’s resources and strategic guidance to effectively deploy and
scale an analytics program that addresses the diverse needs of users across the organization.

Modern Analytics Workflow
The modern analytic workflow is a cycle of inter-related capabilities depicted below and is comprised of five
key areas which serve as the foundation for this evaluation guide:
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Business Intelligence platforms exist to help business people understand the data necessary to do their
jobs. IT enables the modern analytics workflow, but it is primarily driven by business users and analysts
throughout the organization. As such, an evaluation performed only by IT personnel would be insufficient—
it would fail to capture whether the products are usable by the business staff who will primarily benefit
from the information.
In order to select a modern BI and analytics platform that can be adopted and widely deployed,
organizations should consider the following set of foundational core attributes throughout the evaluation
process which are covered in detail in the Core platform attributes to consider section:
• Platform integration and accessibility
• Ease of use
• User enablement
• Deployment flexibility
• Pricing and packaging

Intended audience
This guide assumes the following core role types will be represented and available to participate in
applicable aspects of the evaluation:

IT/BI professional – performs all initial setup tasks including software installation, user provisioning,
access rights, governance oversight, and some development tasks (content and data source).

Content creator – performs most of the content creation tasks including data preparation, freeform
exploration, content promotion, and data validation.

Information consumer – primarily accesses and interacts with curated content and trusted data sources
but may customize or create new content from existing.
Throughout the guide, a primary role will be identified for each stage within the analytics workflow as this
is the lead role for that specific stage of the evaluation. However, it is imperative that every stage of the
evaluation includes participation and input from all of the above role types to ensure all needs and concerns
are addressed through the process.
It should also be noted that for some organizations, the same person may serve multiple roles so it would
not be uncommon for a single person to evaluate a platform from more than one perspective. Ultimately,
the modern approach to business analytics will evolve to the point where it will no longer be possible
(or necessary) to differentiate between an enabler, a producer, or a consumer of analytics within an
organization.
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Prerequisites for evaluation
In order to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of a modern analytics platform, the following tasks should
be completed prior to kicking off the evaluation process.
• Desktop/server/cloud software licenses needed for evaluation
• Professional services/implementation partner engagement (if applicable)
• Role identification and evaluation assignments:
• IT/BI professional
• Content creator
• Information consumer
• Access to cloud data source(s) and on-premises data source(s)
• Initial environment setup
• Initial user provisioning and security
• Confirm availability of mobile devices (iOS, Android, other), phones, and tablets
• Identify data-related questions, use cases, or scenarios for testing

Core platform attributes to consider
This guide primarily focuses on evaluating specific inter-related capabilities that are important when
selecting a modern BI and analytics platform. However, it is critical that the evaluation team considers
the following list of non-technical core attributes that are essential to the successful implementation and
execution of the modern analytic workflow in an organization. These attributes should factor heavily into
the ultimate decision as they collectively serve as the glue that holds together the individual capabilities of
the workflow and are foundational in nature.

Platform integration & accessibility
• Can all of the steps of the modern analytics workflow be executed seamlessly within the platform
without the need to move between modules/products in a disconnected manner?
• Can all of the steps of the modern analytics workflow be executed without IT involvement or
specialized skills?
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Ease of use
• Is it easy for BI platform administrators to install, configure, and manage the platform?
• Is it easy for content creators to prepare data and curate data sources without upfront or ongoing
assistance from IT?
• Is it easy for content creators to author content and access the analytic capabilities of the platform
without upfront or ongoing assistance from IT?
• Is it easy for non-technical content consumers to find, view and interact with available analytic
content?
• Is it easy for non-technical content consumers to ask deeper questions autonomously and
customize existing published content to suit their specific needs?

User enablement
• Is role-specific training available and accessible to all users?
• A re there self-paced tutorials and/or online webinars that users can access?
• Is it easy for users to search and find answers to product-specific questions?
• Is there a robust and active user community accessible to share and learn best practices, tips and
tricks, etc.?
• What is the platform vendor’s reputation for resolving technical support issues?
• A re professional services (through vendor or partners) readily available?
• What is the platform vendor’s reputation for ensuring customer success and ongoing engagement
with customers?

Deployment flexibility
• Does the platform offer flexible deployment options (e.g. SaaS, public/private cloud deployment,
on-premises, etc.)?
• Does the platform offer flexible data storage options (e.g. in-DB vs. platform storage (in-memory))?
• Does the platform support hybrid connectivity of on-premises and cloud data sources?
• Is the platform scalable to accommodate increasing data volumes and additional users over time?
• Can the platform easily scale up and out depending on the needs of the organization?
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Pricing and packaging
• Is the product packaging easy to understand?
• A re the available licensing options clear and transparent?
• Do the licensing options offer the right features and value for the price?
• Is the pricing model for the platform easy to understand?
• Is the pricing model for the platform flexible and scalable?
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As organizations begin the transition from a traditional top-down approach driven by IT to one based on
self-service, it is often advantageous for IT (or a centralized BI team) to develop an initial set of trusted
data sources and analytic content. Business users can then access and use this content as a starting point
for their analysis. Over time, as users are encouraged to ask and answer their own questions as part of the
modern analytics workflow, the domain of available trusted content will grow organically. Users will have
access to a wider range of analytic content for self-service. For the purpose of this section, we will disregard
the origin of content available to end users, and the evaluation criteria as it pertains to getting into a
governed state will be addressed in the “promote & govern” section.

IT/BI professional (administration)
The evaluation criteria for this section will first be addressed from the perspective of the IT/BI professional
who is ultimately responsible for the administration of the centralized environment where analytic content
is stored and maintained, and data sources are administered and monitored.
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Evaluation criteria:
IT/BI professionals should be able to:
• Define and update underlying data refreshes and monitor status.
• Choose where underlying data used for analysis should be stored and how it should be accessed.
• Extend the platform to include partner-provided capabilities.
• Monitor and audit usage of available content and perform impact analysis.
• Diagnose and tune performance-related issues.

Evaluation considerations:
• Can the refresh schedule be set and managed independently for each item centrally stored in the
analytic content repository?
• Can a specific person or role be set up to be notified of issues/failures in the data refresh process?
Can queries originating from the analytic platform be pushed down to the underlying database
where the data resides?
• Can data be ingested into the analytic platform’s in-memory/columnar storage for performance
optimization?
• Can on-premises data be accessed live from the analytic platform when deployed in the cloud?
• Can the platform be extended via APIs/SDKs to include supplemental analytic capabilities not
natively delivered by the platform?
• Can usage of specific data sources and available analytic content be tracked and audited by an
administrator?
• Can an administrator perform an impact analysis to determine the scope and severity of a
proposed change to downstream content and processes?
• Does the platform offer utilities to an administrator to identify, diagnose, and resolve performance
related issues?

Information consumer (consumption)
The second perspective in this section to consider is that of the information consumer who drives the
specific usage requirements and parameters that the IT/BI professional is responsible for successfully
delivering.
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Evaluation criteria:
Information consumers should be able to:
• Search the repository for existing content based on a keyword or topic.
• Define alerts and notification preferences if a metric/KPI exceeds a threshold or is triggered by a
specific condition.
• Subscribe to relevant content and set update/notification preferences.
• Access and view analytic content on any preferred form factor.
• Find relevant dashboard content published by other users.
• Track crucial KPIs for an at-a-glance view of their business.

Evaluation considerations:
• Can a user perform a search to find and view available content that has already been created by
another user that may assist in answering a business question?
• Can the user browse dashboards and relevant information recommended by the system based on
user activity and popular usage across the platform?
• Can the user track key KPIs in a single location without having to navigate to many different
dashboards?
• Can a user easily determine whether analytic content and/or data sources have been certified and
should be considered trusted?
• Can a user access and view field-level metadata to understand the underlying details of a
particular data element?
• Can a user define data-driven or static thresholds to indicate when a notification should be
triggered?
• Can a user specify how and where relevant alerts and notifications are delivered?
• Can a user subscribe to specific content and set notification preferences following updates or other
events impacting content subscriptions?
• Can a user search for and access analytic content on any device (phone, tablet, laptop, etc.)?
• Can a user access and download analytic content via a mobile device for offline viewing?
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The interact phase is an extension of the initial access-and-view phase of the analytics workflow. It
offers information consumers need to perform guided analysis of available content within predetermined
fixed boundaries as set by the content publisher. The following considerations should be the focus of the
evaluation for this section from the perspective of the information consumer:

Evaluation criteria:
Information consumers should be able to:
• Change the scope of analysis through direct interaction with visual interface.
• Leverage controls provided by the content author to increase analytic depth.
• A sk and answer new questions of data that were not prebuilt by the content author.
• Use search capabilities to interact with available content.
• Interact with content on any preferred form factor.

Evaluation considerations:
Can a user control the scope of analysis interactively through native capabilities of the platform? The
following questions should be evaluated to determine the extent to which this is addressed from directly
within the flow of visual interaction:
• Can a user drill up and drill down using predefined or custom-built hierarchies?
• Can a user focus his or her analysis on a specific data point or set of data points identified through
the visual interaction process?
• Can a user exclude a specific data point or a set of data points identified through the visual
interaction process?
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• Can the user interact with parameters to change the analytical view or perform what-if analysis/
scenario modeling?
• Can the user interact with visible filter controls to change the scope of analysis?
• Can a user search on keywords to drive filters and change the scope of analysis?
• Can a user interact with available analytic content through natural language query?
• Can a user perform the same level of interaction on any device of different form factors?
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This phase of the modern analytics workflow spans a broad spectrum of user needs, and it is imperative
that the platform seamlessly addresses these needs. This phase is of particular significance in the workflow
as it differentiates data-visualization tools used to build charts from rich visual-analysis tools that use
visualizations as the primary metaphor for analysis. As users interact with dashboards and generate new
questions, users will inevitably encounter barriers and roadblocks as they reach the limits of the guided
experience offered by existing dashboards. When this occurs, users require a self-driven, autonomous
framework for asking and answering new questions that have emerged. Users of all skill levels must be
able to “visualize as you analyze” and access the analytics capabilities of the platform while in the flow of
analysis without having to move to a different module or product in the suite.
The concepts of platform integration and ease of use are covered in the “core attributes” section at the end
of this guide in greater detail, but they are most critical to consider here. The transition from the “interact”
phase to “analyze and discover” is often where the analytics workflow is disrupted due to lack of overall
continuity of platform components needed to ask the next level of questions.
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Information consumer (trusted data sources)
The first scenario to consider is from the perspective of an information consumer who has generated new
questions that cannot be addressed by any available dashboards. The following considerations should be the
focus of the evaluation for this scenario:

Evaluation criteria:
Information consumers should be able to:
• Access the trusted data source that serves as the source of a dashboard to autonomously launch a
deeper contextual analysis.
• Search the repository of trusted data sources to identify curated data sets that are available to
augment the analysis.
• Enhance the data model of trusted sources to customize for their specific needs.

Evaluation considerations:
• Can a user, from within a production dashboard, launch a new analysis using the data set(s) that
the dashboard sources from? This should allow for self-service exploration and analysis of all
data elements contained within the data source without the need to access a separate product or
module within the platform.
• Can a user browse or search the repository of available production data sources available for
analysis and launch a new analysis from a selected data source? The success criteria are the same
as the previous step with the only difference being that the analysis starts from a data source, not
an existing dashboard.
• Can a user, once connected to a trusted data source, modify and augment the existing data model
within the flow of analysis and content creation? This should be done in the context of the analysis
and not in a separate product or module within the platform and each of the following questions
should be addressed:
		

- Can a user enrich the existing data model to create new dimensions and measures needed
for analysis?

		

- Can a user combine and group related data points into a new field in the data model to
streamline analysis?

		

- Can a user isolate specific data points of interest and save dynamically within the data
model for further analysis?
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- Can a user modify the data model and create custom drill paths and hierarchies to align
with their analytic needs?

		

- Can a user interactively correct data issues that surface during the analysis process?
This would include NULL value handling and renaming/replacing values globally for
consistency.

• A ssess the breadth and depth of assistive analytics capabilities available within the product to
augment the analytics workflow where appropriate using the following questions:
		

- Is the user presented with recommended best-fit visualizations throughout the discovery
process based on the chosen analysis path?

		

- A re advanced analytic capabilities accessible to the user to enrich analysis without
necessarily having to understand or access the underlying models or algorithms used
within the product?

		

- Can a user access the underlying statistical detail used for advanced analytics if needed to
share with more advanced users who may request it for further analysis and validation?

		

- Is field-level metadata accessible throughout the analysis process and can it be updated

		

- Can a user use natural language interfaces to query data and ask their own questions?

		

- Can a user change the scope of analysis with natural language without having to create a
new query and start over?

		

- Can a user leverage AI/machine learning capabilities to generate possible explanations for
an interesting data element?

Content creator (new data sources)
The second scenario to consider is from the perspective of a content creator who has new questions that
cannot be addressed by any available dashboards or any trusted data sources within the environment. The
following considerations should be the focus of the evaluation for this scenario:

Evaluation criteria:
Content creators should be able to:
• Ingest, shape, clean, and model data that is not yet in a trusted state to prepare it for analysis.
• Combine trusted and untrusted data to create new data sources to explore and discover new
insights.
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• Use existing and newly created data sources to build new analytic content to share and promote.
• Modify existing analytic content based on new findings resulting from discovery and exploration.
• Extend analytic content by integrating with other data-centric systems.
• Create a guided analytics experience to facilitate broader use by information consumers.
• Create a thorough analysis without the need to use scripting or coding.

Evaluation considerations:
• Can a user connect to data sources that are not currently being centrally governed?
• Does the platform offer broad connectivity options to include structured and unstructured data
sources for ingestion and analysis?
• Can a user perform, export, and repeat data prep flows to access, combine, and clean disparate
data in a visual manner?
• Can a content creator perform all of the analyze and discover tasks included in the information
consumer section against new, untrusted data sources?
• Can a user virtually extend a trusted data source without modifying the underlying data structure
or load process?
• Can a user build new analytic content using a new data source or one that is a hybrid of trusted and
untrusted data?
• Can a user create alternate versions of governed content for sharing and track the lineage of
changes over time?
• Can a user redirect the underlying data connection of governed analytic content to use a newly
created/ enhanced source with no downstream impact?
• Can a user build programmatic controls into analytic content to facilitate interaction and provide a
guided experience to a broad audience of information consumers?
• Can a user create and save style sheets or design themes to apply in the creation of other content?
• Can a user extend analytic content outside of the out-of-the-box analytic capabilities of the
platform to create a full “closed loop” end-user experience?
• Can a user perform advanced analytical tasks such as nested subqueries and cohort analysis
without writing custom code or learning an advanced scripting language?
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The approach to sharing content has evolved. Within traditional BI platforms, sharing meant the delivery
of static printed or exported reports to an inbox or a user’s desk. Within the modern analytics approach,
sharing now includes collaboration and aspects of social interactions that we have grown accustomed to
with all of our business tools. This transition is driven by the simple fact that information is outdated as
soon as the report is printed or exported. And this doesn’t align with the needs of today’s consumer seeking
the latest information. Some aspects of content sharing involve making information broadly available to
users while others aspects entail collaboration as a core component of the analysis process. Both scenarios
will be included in the evaluation criteria for this section.

IT/BI professional
The push model of making information accessible to a broad range of users will be addressed first. This is
more reminiscent of the traditional approach; however, modern platforms should also enable organizations
to make information broadly accessible to a wide range of internal and external users. Many of these tasks
fall into the domain of the IT/BI professional and the following criteria should be evaluated from that
perspective.

Evaluation criteria:
IT/BI professionals should be able to:
• Deliver content on any form factor used throughout the organization.
• Embed analytic content for broader access and contextual use.
• Provide for external access and consumption.
Evaluation considerations:
• Can analytic content be rendered in any form factor that may be used across the organization to
access the environment? This would include tablets, phones, laptops, large displays, etc.
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• Can analytic content be embedded in an organization’s web portals and applications that users
access as part of their normal business processes?
• Can analytic content be shared to external consumers who are outside the corporate firewall?

Content creator
The second scenario is that of true collaboration where both trusted and untrusted content is discussed,
reviewed, and validated at the peer-to-peer, workgroup, or enterprise level. This collaboration should be
an integral step in the process of deriving new insights and as an input into the governance process. The
primary participant in this scenario is the content creator which should be the perspective of evaluation for
the following criteria.

Evaluation criteria:
Content creators should be able to:
• Collaborate with others on the development and validation of analytic content.
• A nnotate and discuss findings in a social media-style conversation. • Follow specific content types
or content authors.
• Provide quality ratings for specific analytic content.
• Create storyboards to share findings and insights.
• Add descriptive narratives to augment and enhance visual content.

Evaluation considerations:
• Can users across the organization collaborate on shared content in real-time to discuss and
elaborate on findings?
• Can users annotate and provide comments directly within the content using any form factor?
• Can users follow a conversation via a timeline to track lineage of the conversation and view a
snapshot of the content being discussed as it looked when a comment was added?
• Can users follow specific users within an organization and receive updates and notifications of
their activity?
• Can users follow and track specific topics or types of content and receive updates and notifications
when new content meeting the criteria is published?
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• Can users rate content either through a rating system or by using social media-style “likes”?
• Can users create stories to represent a logical sequence of findings for the purpose of walking
another user through the analytics journey?
• Can users integrate descriptive narratives to augment the visual content within an analysis, either
manually or automatically through platform capabilities?
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There are various approaches to governance. And every organization is going to fall at a different point
on the spectrum ranging from an IT-led, highly-governed and controlled environment to one with little
to no controls, with many organizations landing somewhere in between. Oftentimes, even within one
organization, the governance requirements may vary depending on the user needs within that area as well
as the data itself.
When choosing a modern analytics platform, flexibility is important to consider in order to meet those
varying needs of the business and to ensure that you can alter your governance needs as you scale.
An organization may choose to facilitate the transition from traditional to modern by initially using
the modern platform in a traditional manner then gradually expanding the range of capabilities that
are accessible to users through self-service. It is equally as important to evaluate a platform’s distinct
capabilities in the separate but related areas of data governance and analytics governance (as depicted
below) to ensure that an adequate amount of flexibility is afforded within the platform to put the most
appropriate governance model in place and adjust over time as needed.
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For most modern analytics use cases, a self-service-driven organic approach to governance will lead to
greater adoption, deeper insights, and improved business outcomes. As such, this is the approach that
should be considered primary for the purpose of this evaluation. In this approach, a subset of content
creators, referred to as information stewards in this guide, are primarily responsible for defining and
navigating the overall governance process.
The sections below will consider aspects of both data governance as well as analytics governance from the
perspective of the content creators as well as the IT/BI professional.
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Data governance
The task of defining and ensuring compliance with an organization’s governance framework is a core
responsibility of the content creator in collaboration with IT/BI professionals and as such, the following data
governance-related items should be considered from that perspective:

Evaluation criteria:
Content creators should be able to:
• Define, manage, and update data models used for analysis (data source management).
• Autonomously define, update, and expose field-level metadata to users (metadata management).
• Centrally capture and expose data-cleansing and enrichment rules applied to published data
models (data enrichment and data quality).
• Monitor and track usage metrics of centrally-defined data models (monitoring and management).

Evaluation considerations:
• Can a data steward publish a data model into the system-of-record environment for broader use
across the organization?
• Can a published data model be augmented with validated user-defined fields through a promotion
process?
• Can a data steward physically mark trusted data models with a watermark?
• Can a published data model be virtually extended with additional sources/data elements without
impacting downstream content and/or users?
• Can an impact assessment be conducted prior to any data model changes?
• Can a content creator add and update descriptive metadata to dimensions and measures within a
published data model?
• Can business rules and data transformations used to create and populate published data models be
exposed to end users?
• Can data model changes be tracked and audited, and reverted if needed?
• Can a data steward access utilization statistics and access platform capabilities to identify datamodel attribute redundancy, inconsistency, non-use, etc.?
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Administration and enablement of the entire governance process is largely the responsibility of the
IT/ BI professional, and as such, the following data governance-related items should be considered
from that perspective:

Evaluation criteria:
IT/BI professionals should be able to:
• Define security parameters and access controls to published data models (data security).
• Monitor and audit usage to ensure compliance and appropriate use of data assets
(monitoring & management).
• Create new data models as needed to enforce consistency across departments and
information stewards (data source management).
• Comply with the organization’s overarching data strategy (data source management).

Evaluation considerations:
• Can security be inherited from source systems where applicable?
• Can an administrator allow/deny access at the user/group level for each data source?
• Can access rights be defined at the row level to allow a user to access a subset of data for
each data source?
• Can an administrator define specific roles and privileges for each user in the system to
control who can create, edit, and promote shared data sources?
• Can system-wide usage be tracked and analyzed by an administrator?
• Can an administrator access a system-wide view of the environment to identify
redundancies and inconsistencies across data models being managed by individual
information stewards?
• Can an administrator create a new data source and seamlessly switch downstream users and
analytic content to reference it in place of an existing source?
• Can an administrator decide the most appropriate storage strategy for data required by the
analytics platform based on an organization’s reference architecture?
• Can administrative tasks be automated programmatically via APIs, SDKs, and HTTP
callbacks (webhooks)?
• Can the system leverage encrypted data and/or store data in an encrypted format?
• Can an administrator monitor the resources of the system to anticipate hardware needs and
proactively adjust to avoid performance issues to a mission-critical system?
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Analytics governance
The responsibility of defining and ensuring compliance with an organization’s governance framework
is a core responsibility of the content creator, and as such, the following analytics governance related
items should be considered from that perspective:

Evaluation criteria:
Content creators should be able to:
• Access platform capabilities to assist with validation and accuracy verification of usergenerated analytic content (content validation).
• Promote validated analytic content to a centralized, trusted environment as determined by
governance processes (content promotion).
• Certify content as trusted and delineate from untrusted content in the same environment
(content certification).
• Monitor and audit usage of published content and track usage of untrusted content (content
usage monitoring).
• M igrate important content easily between environments to support testing and staging
lifecycle efforts.

Evaluation considerations:
• Can a data steward access and reference benchmark data stored in the platform to validate
the accuracy of content being evaluated for promotion?
• Can user-developed content be promoted to a shared environment for broader consumption?
• During the promotion process, can underlying data sources be redirected to reference
trusted data models already published?
• Can watermarks be applied to published analytic content to indicate that it has been
certified and can be trusted?
• Can a data steward access and analyze usage metrics of published content, both trusted and
untrusted, to ensure appropriate use?
• Does the system support the migration of analytic content between non-production and
production environments through an easy-to-use interface?
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Administration and enablement of the entire governance process is largely the responsibility of
the IT/ BI professional, and as such, the following analytics governance related items should be
considered from that perspective:

Evaluation criteria:
IT/BI professionals should be able to:
• Create and maintain an environment for storing and organizing published content (content
management).
• Secure analytic content and grant users appropriate levels of access based on content type,
sensitivity, business need, etc. (security, permissions & access controls).
• Monitor broad usage patterns across organizational business units (content usage
monitoring).

Evaluation considerations:
• Can the environment be customized to suit the needs and preferences of the organization
related to content organization and overall management?
• Can the IT/BI professional enable access to the platform’s content through the organization’s
portals to leverage existing content-management investments?
• Can security be applied at a granular level to allow/deny users access to specific analytic
content?
• Can security defined at the data-model level be enforced for all downstream analytic
content automatically?
• Can usage patterns and consumption preferences be tracked and analyzed to provide an
administrator an overall assessment of the environment and how it is being used?

The shift from traditional BI platforms to modern analytics platforms is one that is necessary to truly
realize the impact data can have on an organization. Modern analytics platforms bring together selfservice and governance to empower the entire organization with trusted data to gain insights into
the business. These platforms should be evaluated through a different lens as they break the mold of
traditional, IT-run BI platforms.
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Evaluating for transformational value
For many organizations, modern analytics have played a central role in digital transformation efforts,
including accelerating new digital business models, evolving customer relationships, and finding new
opportunities—like revenue streams, efficiency gains, or ways to monetize data. While features and
capabilities are foundationally important in selecting your data technologies, there’s no checklist to
determine whether or not a piece of software will drive meaningful change or encourage innovation
in your organization. That’s because significant transformation requires more than the right
technology.
Empowering your whole organization to value and make data-driven decisions requires strategic
leadership, change management, and agility beyond what any technology can provide. However, there
are important considerations you can examine to explore a software’s potential for transformation—
including the enablement resources, support, and strategic guidance from the vendor that can
empower you through your implementation, change management, and growth of analytics programs.

How does the technology solve business problems and create value?
• How does the technology provide ROI and value beyond total cost of ownership? How does it
promote productivity, drive business outcomes, and encourage change in user behaviors to
reinforce the value and habits of a data-driven organization?
• How do you users make valuable discoveries during the analytics process? In addition to the
way users answer known questions, how does the technology enable serendipitous discovery
and increase the potential to answer “unknown unknowns” via data exploration?
• How does the technology promote cross-functional collaboration that can reduce silos,
help transfer knowledge across departments and use cases, and encourage inspiration and
innovation?
• How does the technology encourage lasting engagement? Does the user experience
encourage creativity and fun as it reinforces data-driven behavior?
• How does the technology provider invest in research and development? How is innovation
driven? Do new features and services align to customer needs and the evolving data
technologies landscape?
• How does the technology provider and its community use the technology for philanthropy,
education, and even personal passion projects—to not only drive value for businesses, but
for social good?
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• How does the technology provider help you build an analytics program within your
organization, helping with the organizational, strategic, and change management processes
of becoming more data-driven?

What other resources, support, and strategic guidance come with your
technology choice?
• How does the technology and its vendor aid you in developing and executing your data
strategy—including discovery, short-term and long-term planning, agile deployment,
and scalability? What customer examples or references do you have access to through the
technology provider?
• What resources are available to help users onboard and continuously develop their skills?
Are there live and remote training programs, self-paced learning, certification programs,
and guidance for developing your own internal engagement programs? Are there ample free
and paid resource options?
• What kind of support does the larger user community offer? Can users consult forums, user
groups, live and virtual events? Is the social media presence and user-created content of the
vendor and its community robust and reliable?
Including this type of investigation in your evaluation process will help you make decisions on your
software and vendor selection to ensure the greatest opportunities for immediate and long-term
value in your modern analytics investment.
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About Tableau
Tableau is a complete, easy-to-use, enterprise-ready visual business intelligence platform that
helps people see and understand data through rapid-fire, self-service analytics at scale. Whether
on-premises or in the cloud, on Windows or Linux, Tableau leverages your existing technology
investments and scales with you as your data environment shifts and grows. Unleash the power
of your most valuable assets: your data and your people.

Additional resources
Download a free trial of Tableau
Compare Tableau
Gartner: Magic Quadrant for Analytics & Business Intelligence Platforms
Forrester Consulting: The Total Economic Impact™ of Tableau
Why IT professionals choose Tableau for modern BI & analytics
The value of analytics for transformation
Making digital transformation actionable through analytics
Tableau Blueprint methodology: Become a data-driven organization
Tableau for IT

